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Monetary Policy

The Federal Reserve raised interest rates for only the third time in 
the past decade

The Great Recession of 2008 was the result of sub-prime mortgage. To fight this recession, the US Federal Reserve 
proceeded to cut its interest rate from 4.25% to 0.25% over 10 months. So, for the next 7 years the US was under 
a low-interest regime.

US Fed Interest Rate

Fig 1: US Federal Interest rates since 2008
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The low interest rates were to increase liquidity in the system thereby spur increased spending and investment. 
The US Federal Reserve would raise interest rates when economic indicators suggest growth. On 14th December 
2016 the US Federal Reserve raised the interest rates for only the 2nd time since the Great Recession and 3rd time 
in the last decade.

A lot of positive indicators backed this. In the Quarter ending September, the US economic growth was revised 
from 2.9% to a robust annualized rate of 3.2%. The inflation in October 2016 read an annualized rate of 2.1%. Con-
sumption activity was up by 2.8% in November from the previous month. Jobs were added and unemployment 
rate fell to multi-year lows of 4.6%. Wages had grown since the year before. Manufacturing activity and Services 
activity had both been growing steadily. Essentially, the economic indicators signaled that the US economy was 
experiencing stable growth. 

The European Union too had experienced growth. Manufacturing activity expanded, as well as Service activities. 
Overall there is an improved customer sentiment fueling a growth in demand. This demand growth in turn is 
creating capacity constraints and creating more job opportunities in manufacturing. The improved customer 
sentiment can also be seen in the inflation. The month on month inflation of the Eurozone for November was 
0.6%, which is the highest inflation experienced since April 2014. What is common between the EU and the US are 
the very low interest rates (Fig 2) that fuelled the consumption driven growth. 

ECB Interest Rate

Fig 2: European Central Bank Interest rates since 2011

This is true for Japan as well. The Bank of Japan maintains negative interest rates to encourage its citizens to NOT 
save but spend or invest instead. The e�ectiveness of the negative interest rate however has been mixed. Novem-
ber 2016 was only the third month of consecutive expansion in manufacturing activity in Japan. Service activity 
expanded as well and November 2016’s overall private sector economic growth was its fastest in all of 2016. 
Unemployment rate is at 3.0%- the lowest in 2 and a half decades. However, inflation is still low. The wholesale 
price index was at -2.2% indicating a deflation. The Bank of Japan aims to achieve an inflation of about 2%. As 
things stand, this target seems elusive. 
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The European Union and United States are consumption driven economies. Which is why the expansion in 
economic activity is more visible when compared to Japan, which is exports driven. That is why the lowering of 
interest rates enables growth in US and EU while the same has mixed e�ects in Japan. This is true for most of the 
emerging economies as well. Consider China- the world’s largest emerging economy and the ASEAN economies

China’s interest rates were cut consecutively through 2015 (Fig 3). 

PBC Lending rates

Fig 3: People’s Bank of China Interest rates since 2011

The Chinese focus shi� towards consumption is helping the Chinese economy grow. The increased consumption 
is easing up inflation to a stable 2.3%. The consumption has also helped the service and manufacturing activities 
grow. However, the ASEAN economies which are dependent on goods and commodity export are not witnessing 
growth. The Manufacturing PMI for ASEAN in November 2016 stands at 49.4 and any reading below 50 indicates a 
fall in the activity. In October as well the ASEAN manufacturing activity weakened with a PMI of 49.2. 

Relative to the interest rates held by various central Banks, the RBI’s interest rates are hawkish. In 2013, when the 
central banks across the world were lowering interest rates, the RBI increased the repo rates (Fig 4). This was the 
stance taken to lower the double digit inflation prevailing then.
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RBI Repo Rate

Fig 4: RBI Interest rates since 2011

The inflation in November was about 3.63% which is comfortably below the target of 4% set by the RBI. With the 
discontinuation of 1000 and 500 Rupee notes, the service activity in the Indian economy dropped. The Services 
PMI for November 2016 was at 46.1 indicating a major contraction in service activity. The Manufacturing PMI for 
November, despite the discontinuation move stands at 52.1 indicating an expansion. The expansion in manufac-
turing activity was not enough to o�set the drop in services activity and the overall PMI of India stands at 49.1 for 
November 2016. Despite the inflation being within targets, a liquidity crunch in the system and a slowdown in 
Economic activity, the RBI did not reduce interest rates in the last policy review on December 7th 2016. 

A�er the US Fed raised interest rates, most of the world currencies weakened against the US Dollar. If the RBI did 
lower repo rates, the rupee would have weakened further. Now a weakened rupee will mean costlier imports. The 
oil prices are rallying in the world markets already making domestic fuel prices more costly (see commodities 
section). This sequence of events would have increased the Indian inflation. With the move to not lower interest 
rates the RBI protected the Indian Rupee from weakening further against the dollar and in turn possibly keeping 
inflation within manageable limits. Whether the intention of maintaining status quo was to control inflation or 
otherwise, the e�ect on inflation is definitely a positive.
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Commodities
OPEC had reached a deal to reduce oil output by its member countries on 29th September. This deal was met 
with a bit of skepticism as oil prices briefly rallied over $50/barrel and fell a�er a short while. However, the deal 
was ratified on 29th November 2016 and oil prices have rallied since then. Additionally OPEC began approaching 
non-OPEC oil exporters, such as Russia, to reduce their oil outputs. If the deal between OPEC and Russia is imple-
mented, the oil surplus in the world could be reduced by half. Oil prices will rally briefly but the price level will be 
raised to about $55- only if the deal is implemented. 

WTI spot price
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Fig 5: Oil prices rally a�er the OPEC-Russia talks

a

a – 29th Nov: 
Russia-OPEC 
talks to reduce 
oil output
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Over the first half of November, the stock indices were falling due to the election of Donald Trump as the 45th 
President of the United States along with demonetization e�ects. The stock indices have been volatile since then 
and have seen modest gains from the later part of November onwards.

Other industrial metals are rallying. Copper for example has rallied by 20% over the past year. Copper prices shot 
up a�er the Donald Trump expressed his intent to invest in infrastructure. China, which is the largest importer of 
Copper in the world, has shown signs of revival in manufacturing. This too has contributed to the growth in 
copper prices. However, the copper prices will be range bound until the infrastructure spend begins.

Copper (tonne)

Nickel (tonne)

WTI Crude Oil 1 month 
futures (barrel)

Natural Gas (MMBTU)

Zinc (tonne)

Commodity (quantity) Projection (fortnight)

5682.0

11240.0

50.90

3.42

2760.0

Ranged 

Ranged 

Positive

Ranged to Positive

Positive

Price (USD)

Table1: Commodity Prices (as on 15th Dec 2016) and Projections. (Source: Quandl collections)
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Bullion

Ni�y

Fig 6: Ni�y

Since 22nd November 2016, when the Ni�y closed at a low of 7989, the Ni�y grew by a little over 2% in the next 3 
and a half weeks.

As the Indian economy slowly revives from the demonetization induced cash crisis, the equity markets will gradu-
ally pick up. The equity markets will be volatile in the short term with modest gains in the coming weeks. Howev-
er, over the longer term the equity markets can be expected to grow at a much more robust rate.
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Gold and the US dollar have an inverse relationship- if US dollar strengthens, gold weakens. As discussed under 
the Monetary Policy section, the US economy is growing at a rather steady rate. Now with a growing US economy 
the dollar strengthens. With the US Federal Reserve raising interest rates, the dollar strengthens. The US bond 
yields began to rise making it a much more attractive investment and again, the dollar strengthened. With multi-
ple factors contributing to the strengthening of the dollar, gold weakened over the last 3 months. 

Gold Prices

$/
tr.

oz

Fig 7: Gold Prices over the last 3 months

Gold will continue to fall until the Trump Presidency begins in January 2017.

Gold (tr.oz.)

Silver

Platinum (tr. Oz.)

Commodity (quantity) Projection (fortnight)

1134.85

17.08

937

Negative

Negative

Negative

Price (USD)

Table2: Precious Metals Prices (as on 15th Dec 2016) and Projections. (Source: Quandl)



Investment Strategy
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Equities have been volatile over the last month and a half. A�er tanking by about 10% in the first half of Novem-
ber, the markets have posted a modest rally. However, the Indian macro-economic factors are still strong. While 
the market yields may yield much in the short term, the markets can be expected to rally in the long term. Thus 
invest in equities to hold for long term. The markets will be volatile in the short term, investing in a systematic 
investment will be beneficial in overcoming the volatility of equities in the portfolio.

During times of volatility, gold becomes the preferred investment. Gold is essentially a hedge. Now with the gold 
prices being low, investing in gold will be less expensive. With key elections in Europe and the policy uncertainty 
of Donald Trump, there will be uncertainty in the market in the coming times. Therefore, an investment in gold 
will be beneficial. Exposure to gold should be between 5-10% of the portfolio

Government of India Bond yields have been dropping consistently for the last 2 years. The dropping yields 
indicate the rising prices of bonds. The Current account deficit for the last quarter was at multi-year low of 0.3% 
of the GDP. This makes the Indian financial system healthier. As the government continues to invest more and 
more in infrastructure and development projects, the demand for bonds will increase as well. Thus, exposure to 
bond in the portfolio is advised.
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Global Economy

USA

European Union/UK

East Asia

India

Country/Region Impact(Projected)Event

US President Trump implements 
infrastructure plans

Dutch/French/German elections 
result in Right wing win

The People’s Bank of China 
devalues Yuan

RBI holds key interest rates

Dollar strengthens

Gold Weakens

Euro falls

Gold rallies

ASEAN recession

Inflation contained

Rupee protected 
against losses globally

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



HSBC Asset Management, India is one of the largest 
managers/advisors of Indian equity and fixed income 
strategies. He is a member of the HSBC Asset Manage-
ment Asia Pacific Executive Committee which steers 
HSBC’s asset management business in the region. 

Ravi joined HSBC Group in June 1998 and has held 
various leadership positions across the HSBC Group. 
He was previously a Member of the HSBC Bank India 
Executive Committee and Head Strategy & Planning. 
His earlier experience included being Chief Executive 
O�icer, HSBC Specialist Investments, Managing Direc-
tor & Co- Head Investment Banking, HSBC Securities & 
Capital Markets India.

From The ZEN MASTER’S Club

Ravi Menon
CEO, HSBC Asset Management India.

The RBI did not lower interest rates early this month despite the low inflation and liquidity crunch. 
Your thoughts on this decision?

The RBI decision to hold rates did surprise the markets. The ongoing demonetization had led to a liquidity 
surplus whilst leaving a physical cash crunch. This is the equivalent of a black swan event. From a macro-
economic perspective the central banks’ prime responsibility is to ensure that asset prices are stable and 
inflation is controlled. To that extent inflation and inflationary expectations are always considered to be 
critical factors.
CPI inflation print [4.20% in the month of October] available at the juncture of the policy announcement 
was already factored in while delivering the previous rate cut on October 04, 2016. The policy makers 
refrained from lowering rates further as they sought more evidence for sustainable disinflation and 
impact on GDP post demonetization. 
The US presidential elections has led to a global bond sell o� with 10 year US bond rising to 2.56% from 
1.80%  and Dollar Index appreciating substantially and oil rallying from USD 46 to USD 54.
Most of the data is in now and the Nov CPI at 3.63% was lower than consensus, though we expect the base 
e�ect to increase this to 4.7% in Dec (still lower than 5% target), the US rates trajectory has been 
announced and oil prices whilst increased seem to be range bound. All of these factors lead us to believe 
that there is space for at least a 25 bps rate cut at the Feb 2017 meeting.

2016

Since Trump's election, both the equity markets and gold have fallen. What should an Indian investor 
do to tide over the current situation?

From an Indian equity markets perspective, the direct implications of the US Presidential election 
outcome is likely limited to Information Technology and Pharma sectors. Both these sectors have mean-
ingful exposure to the US geography and hence we will have to closely monitor the developments in this 
context, under the new administration.
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The US Federal Reserve raised interest rates earlier this month. How much of an impact has this had 
on FPIs/FIIs?

FOMC rate hike decision was largely expected by the markets. However, FED is likely to hike interest rates 
3 times as compared to 2 times expected by the markets. FIIs hence continued to be net sellers of Indian 
Bonds and this has had a muted impact on markets.
Post Trump winning the US elections FIIs have been large sellers in the Indian Bonds markets. 
Indian Markets post demonetization has been delinked from the global bond sell o�. Indian Bonds have 
rallied by 50 basis points (bps) against the global yield sell o� of 50 bps on US Treasuries. FIIs witnessed 
capital losses in their global holdings and witnessed capital gains in India. P& L management by FIIs at the 
year closing triggered the FII selling of Indian bonds. However, Indian bonds did not observe any impact 
of the selling by FIIs as the same was absorbed by the domestic institutional players.            
We have not seen any abnormal situation with respect to FII equity outflows from India, a�er the US 
Federal Reserve decision. While we saw large equity outflows during the month of November but there 
were other events such as the demonetization announcement and the US election outcome also in focus 
at that point in time. While domestic factors may have a bearing on the FII flows in the short term, India is 
likely to remain on the favorable side of the investment radar for FPI / FIIs, given its relative attractiveness 
compared to the other emerging markets. India is now more resilient to a tightening external financing 
scenario, compared to the ‘taper tantrum’ situation of 2013. There have been favourable economic 
adjustments since then and India has seen improvement in its Current Account Defecit (CAD) scenario, 
decline in inflation, and healthy forex reserves along with a relatively stable currency. Emerging Markets 
(EMs) in general are vulnerable to rise in US Fed rates but the impact will be seen in varying degrees across 
various EMs. We feel that India is relatively better positioned to respond to a higher interest rate regime in 
the US compared to its peers, on the back of the adequate room it has created owing to the above 
aspects.

However in the interim, domestic factors have contributed more to the weakness in the Indian equity 
markets rather than those led by the US election news flows. The demonetization decision is likely to have 
short term impact on growth and initial indications suggest that the consumption oriented sectors are 
likely to see disruption in the near term. The extent of impact of the move is uncertain at this stage given 
that it is unprecedented – about 86.4% of total money in circulation has been demonetized.
The medium to long term implications of the demonetization exercise is however, expected to be posi-
tive, given that this move will hasten the shi� to a formal economy. This will also lead to a level playing 
field being created for the organized players across domestic sectors and eventually churning out gains 
for them in the medium to long term. Demonetization is also expected to progressively improve tax com-
pliance in the system and the adoption of GST would provide further impetus in this regard. This would 
lead to improvement in Government finances, providing more fiscal room in the medium to long term. 
Government’s focus on promoting digital payments and a gradual shi� to an economy with less reliance 
on cash has the potential to deliver long term benefits.
Given this backdrop, we expect markets to look beyond the current transitory phase, led by gradual 
recovery in corporate earnings, once the disruption caused by the currency replacement is over. Markets 
may treat the current phase impacted by the demonetization exercise as an extraordinary one-o� event 
and focus on normalized medium term earnings. We have seen improvements in the macro data indica-
tors over the past 2 years or so and India continues to be on a relatively better footing macro-wise vis-à-vis 
other emerging markets. Equities o�er favorable tax adjusted returns over the long term versus other 
alternate asset classes. We feel that investors should stay invested in Indian equities and may also 
increase allocation, during market correction phases.
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IS YOUR HOME LOAN MAKING YOU A HOME OWNER?
Buying a home is an emotional and aspirational decision for us in India. We aspire to buy a house so that when 
we retire, we do not have to pay rent. Also, having our own home means we just need to focus on other expenses 
to get by. How far is it true?

Why should an investor invest in MF debt fund over the bank FD's/RD's in the context of the recent 
developments?

Demonetization is a structural exercise which will bring about a shi� (albeit gradually) in favor of plas-
tic/digital money. This shi� will leave higher deposits in the banking system which in turn will keep depos-
it rates lower for an extended period of time leading to transmission of rates in the system. MFs along with 
the banking system are the growth engine of the economy and are fully equipped to capture all institu-
tional market developments. The fixed income products are structured to capture market movements 
and traditionally deliver higher returns by capturing capital gains in a lower interest rate regime (along 
with the passive accrual earnings) due to active management of funds as compared to passive invest-
ments done in Bank Deposits. We feel that investors should invest in the optimum asset mix to maximize 
returns in order to earn better post tax returns in a structurally lower bank deposit regime.

The article is for general information only and does not have regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who 
may receive this information. Investors should understand that statements made herein regarding future prospects may not be realised. The views expressed in the article 
are personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited or any of its associates. Neither this document 
nor the units of HSBC Mutual Fund have been registered in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted or totally prohibited 
and accordingly, persons who come into possession of this document are required to inform themselves about, and to observe, any such restrictions. 
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, on any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, 
or otherwise, without the prior written permission of HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited. HSBC Asset Management (India) Private Limited; 16, V. N. Road, Fort, 
Mumbai 400 001. Tel: 6614 5000. Email: hsbcmf@hsbc.co.in

Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
Disclaimer:
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Ideally, on a Home Loans of INR 50 lakhs which has a repayment period spread over 20 years, Kartik would end 
up paying nearly INR 1 crore even at the lowest interest rate of 9.5% per annum. What that means is that Kartik 
would be paying 1 crore for a home which is worth INR 60 lakhs at current market value. The rental value of the 
property would be INR 10,000 to INR 12,000 at the moment. That means in a best case scenario, even if he puts it 
up for rent instead of staying in the flat he purchases, he would be making INR 1.44 lakhs per annum, which 
roughly translates to less than 3% return per annum. Yes, he would save Tax in the form of interest paid on the 
home loan. But it has an upper limit. The EMI that he would have to pay would be around INR 65,000 pm, which 
is way higher than what he is paying as rent for the flat he is currently staying at. The rented flat is also worth 
around INR 60 lakhs. He is right now paying a rent of INR 12,000 pm for the flat and is enjoying the benefits of the 
flat without having a Home Loan on his head.

Should Kartik buy a flat or should he stay on rent till he finds something within his budget? In this scenario, Kartik 
is better o� staying on rent, rather than buying the flat.

Let us try to help him understand this better.

 Employee of the Month

Conclusion
Buying a home should be an objective decision and not linked to emotions. We should keep aside the aspiration-
al part of our human behavior while making the decision to buy a house, as we might be better o� staying on rent 
on similar property, than to pay EMI to the Bank for 20 years. In any case, the Bank owns the flat for the 20 years 
we keep paying the EMIs for. So, whose house are you living in? Bank’s or your Owner’s?

Suman joined ArthaYantrta on 13th May, 2013 in the 
Admin team. He is one of our oldest employees and 
has been with the Firm during all it’s good and bad 
times. A calm demeanor, attention to detail, 
patience and an ever-smiling disposition define 
Suman. One of his best top qualities is his willing-
ness to take up any task request. 

We are pleased to recognize Suman as the 
“EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH FOR DECEMBER, 2016”.

We wish him tons of luck and continued success 
with ArthaYantra. Suman Reddy Ganesam

Let us take the case of Kartik who is a typical IT professional. He got placed at an IT major through campus place-
ment. Life has been a fairytale since the last 4-5 years. The learnings on the job, the hectic lifestyle, the peer pres-
sure to be good at everything he did. He has been able to buy himself a hatchback car with his own earnings, has 
bought household articles that he has adorned his rented home in Hyderabad. But one thing that Kartik hasn’t 
been able to do and which he quickly wanted to knock o� from his to do list is to buy that dream home. He is 
currently searching for a 2-3 bhk flat which would be 8-10 kms from his o�ice, so he doesn’t spend a lot of time 
on commute. The range of a 2-3 bhk flat in and around his o�ice cost anywhere between INR 40 lakhs to INR 1.5 
crores, depending on which locality he chooses. Kartik’s salary account entitles him for a pre-qualified home loan 
of 50 lakhs, so he is looking for a flat which is worth around INR 60 lakhs. He has saved around INR 10 lakhs during 
the last few years for the down payment. He is all set to buy his dream home. Is there something he is missing 
before he takes the plunge?
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Disclaimer

TALK TO 
US 

TODAY
ArthaYantra
Corporate and Registered O�ice: 
3rd Floor, Sai Galleria, Plot No. 472, 
Road No. 36, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, India 500 033. 
CIN: U74900TG2007PTC053246 
Tel.: 040-6519-0000 | e-mail: care@arthayantra.com

Reports, analysis and views in this newsletter (Finzine) seek to present an unbiased picture of developments in the markets & economy. Actual 
developments can turn out to be di�erent owing to circumstances beyond Arthayantra’s control and knowledge. Arthayantra does not take any 
responsibility for investment or business decisions taken by readers on the basis of reports and articles published in the newsletter.
 Readers are expected to form their own judgement. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all rights reserved by M/s Arthayantra Corporation Pvt. 
Ltd. Any printing, publication, reproduction, transmission or redissemination of the contents, in any form or by any means, is prohibited without 
the prior written consent of M/s. Arthayantra Corporation Pvt. Ltd. Any such prohibited and unauthorised act by any person/legal entity shall 
invite civil and criminal liabilities. All disputes are subject to the courts of Hyderabad Jurisdiction only.
 All information provided is on "as is" basis and for information purposes only. Kindly consult your financial advisor to verify the accuracy and 
recency of all the information prior to taking any investment decision. While due diligence is done and care taken neither Arthayantra Corpora-
tion Pvt. Ltd nor  www.arthayantra.com are liable for any information errors, incompleteness, or delays, or for any actions taken in reliance on 
information contained herein.
This newsletter is purely intended for internal circulation of our users only.
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